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Abstract.

This article presents an extreme-new creative vision on Climate Change. Not CO2, but Gravity Change is the cause of warming-up planet Earth. Therefore different actions than CO2-reductions are needed. The CO2-focus has to slow down, which means the EU-compulsion by “FIT for Fifty” and the related compulsive climate-policy of the Netherlands has to be put to a halt through common sense. Worldwide gas-exploration and -distribution needs to get high-priority again. My idea to realize different actions is building a Reflecting Micro Satellite Shield (RMSS) surrounding planet Earth. In this article I give my authentical notes with explanations on this subject. Theroeto the development of quantum-computers for practical purposes, like for RMSS, has to accelerate. Details on this subject has to be worked out by a team of physicists and cosmologists.

For the United Nations, the EU and the Netherlands

Climate-Change is not due to CO2, but is Cosmic-Gravity-Changes related:

1. Sun's position in the Milkyway-galaxy.
2. Sun's plasma-sphere-contraction.
3. Earth-crust-contraction.

So, CO2-reduction is a fake-vision. In an extreme-new creatieve vision I can explain this.

For the Netherlands.

Het UN-Klimaat rapport is totaal niet zeker over de 2,7 °C opwarming: Slechts iets meer dan fifty-fifty (60%). Nederland wordt bovendien met een verkeerde oorzaak-visie geïndoctrineerd. Want opwarming is zwaartekracht gerelateerd ipv door CO2.

Glasgow COP26.

I established my vision by email to the NOS-broadcasting association, the UNFCCC and the Ministry of Economic affairs in general. I hope the COP26 in Glasgow will take note of my vision and handwritten authentical notes.

Dan Visser, Almere, the Netherlands.
Van: Dan Visser
Verzonden: maandag 25 oktober 2021 13:51
Aan: reacties@nos.nl
Onderwerp: Cause Climate Change in the World is not due to CO2 but due to gravity-changes.

Geachte redactie NOS-nieuws.

Deze informatie stuur ik u naar aanleiding van NOS-nieuwsuitzendingen (en ook het nieuws daarover bij andere omroepen) over de komst van de klimaattop in Glasgow en het onlangs uitgebrachte rapport van het KNMI over het klimaat in Nederland. Het eerste deel van deze informatie heb ik ook gestuurd aan de United Nations Climate Change.

1. "Cause Climate Change in the World is not due to CO2.

The climate-hype is based on fake-vision! Reason: Cosmological-research reveals the Earth re rects received-sunlight in substantial less light reflecting by the moon. Cause: the Earth's atmosphere became denser, not by the CO2-problem, but due to INCREASING GRAVITY.

The Sun's orbit in the Milkyway-galaxy is performed in 200 million years. However, the Milkyway is "waving like a flag". Thereto the Sun enters more into the Milkyway's dark-halo, an area containing less mass, hence the solar-system is exposed to LESS GRAVITY.

The solar-system relatively contracts by less surrounded gravity due dark-halo effects. Even the Sun itself contracts, and becomes a denser plasma-sphere! This causes increased Sun-heat, hence the Earth-atmosphere gets hotter! Not by CO2. Stop the CO2-fake-vision!

New extreme creative solutions are needed. Think of a "Reflecting Micro Satellite Shield". This shield has to reflect Sunheat in a variable way (day and night). The RMSS has to be installed within 50 years. Shift the CO2-budgets to RMSS (idea: ing. Dan Visser, independent cosmologist and art-painter, Almere, NL)."

2. Het KNMI-rapport Nederland.

Het KNMI-rapport Nederland is een verwachtingsrapport. Het is uitgebracht in de aanloop naar de aankomende Glasgow-top. Het is daardoor suggestief en politiek tendentieus. Het is daardoor mede ingegeven door een niet juiste visie. Daar komt bij dat het KNMI onvoldoende in staat is om het weerbeeld aan de hand van modellen 5 dagen vooruit te voorspellen. Laat staan modellen voor over 10, 20, 30, 40 of 50 jaar. Klimaatverandering is voornamelijk zwaartekracht gerelateerd zoals onder 1 beschreven.

Met vriendelijke groet,
Dan Visser, onafhankelijk kosmoloog en schilderij-kunstenaar, Almere, NL, tfn: 0365499701

(Bronnen ter bestudering zijn zelfstandig te vinden in de digitale wetenschapsarchieven).

Verzonden vanuit Mail voor Windows
To @UNFCCC (United Nations Climate Change)
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The solar-system relatively contracts by less surrounded gravity due dark-halo effects. Even the Sun itself contracts, and becomes a denser plasma-sphere! This causes increased Sun-heat, hence the Earth-atmosphere gets hotter! Not by CO2. Stop the CO2-fake-vision!

New extreme creative solutions are needed. Think of a "Reflecting Micro Satellite Shield". This shield has to reflect Sunheat in a variable way (day and night). The RMSS has to be installed within 50 years. Shift the CO2-budgets to RMSS (Ing.Dan Visser, Almere, NL)
Alles in zijn verband.

A = 2πn (oord)

Z = Zon

Zon positieve nul

m = melkwegstelsel (centrum)

'Wuist als een vlag.'

Zon positief, mier

'm grijpt!'

Periodiek beweegt de Zon uit het equatorvlak (E) naar boven en naar beneden, de dark-halo.

'Aan de zijkant van de Aarde.'
Reflecting Micro Satellite Shield

Idea: R.M.S.S.†, D.C.M. Visser, Almere, NL
(*1993)
Independent cosmologist and Artist painter

The shield can be opened for space vehicles in orbit.

R.M.S.S. exists of "micro-shield" in orbit around the Earth and controlled by a Quantum Computer.

\[ \text{Formula: Dan Visser, Almere, NL} \]

† Micro-shield (entangled) and quantum controlled.

Sqrt \[ \frac{V}{mL} (\text{mm}) \left( \frac{m}{s} \right)^2 \] is a subquantum-force drives the entangled quantum-dynamics in a quantum-computer.

(1) WWW.vixra.org/author/dan_visser

[2] Sources to study are to find in the digital archives.

[3] Dan Visser (*1947) is D.C.M. Visser, Almere, the Netherlands; independent cosmologist and art-painter (DAN); email: dan.visser@planet.nl | website: www.darkfieldnavigator.com